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SUMMARY 
The matrix isolation spectra of all of the 40 presently known atomic 

metal species show strong matrix effects. The transition energies are 
increased, the bands are broad and exhibit splitting of sublevels which 
are degenerate in the gas phase. Several models have been proposed for 
splitting of levels, but basic effects are not yet understood* and 
spectra cannot be predicted, yet it is possible to correlate gas phase 
and matrix in many of the systems. Selective production of diatomics 
and clusters via thermal and optical annealing of atomic species can be 
monitored by optical spectra, but yields spectroscopically complex 
systems which, however, especially in the case of transition metals, can 
be used as precursors in novel chemical reactions. A combination of 
absorption, emission, ir, Raman, ESR, and other methods is now quickly 
yielding data which will help correlate the increasing wealth of 
existing data. 
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Introduction 
The first matrix isolatedmetal- atoms for which, uv spectra were 

published are mercury and sodium (1). Both, systems yielded broad spectra 
and showed unexpected firm structure; A careful second study of the 
mercury system (2). also yielded broad, structured bands, but different 
transition energy and line width; It was later shown (3) that the data 
of both earlier studies was compatible and the different appearances due 
to different temperature, matrix materials, and guest concentrations. 
It was also recognized that the fine structure was partly due to atomic 
species, and partly due to formation of clusters. It has since been 
established that all metals yield broad matrix spectra and that the 
energy levels C4) and other properties are extremely sensitive to 
environmental effects, and that the matrix effects on the spectra of 
trapped atoms differ in several other important ways from those 
observed for diatomics and larger species. 

Work on 18 metal atom systems published before 1971 was reviewed 
earlier (5). By 1976 33 systems were laiown (6); during the last year 
7 additional metal systems have been reported, and some twenty papers 
dealing with metal dimers and clusters have appeared. This paper 
highlights only select systems and developments which demonstrate 
current trends in research, on optical properties of matrix isolated 
atoms. References to the individual systems can be found in earlier 
reviews CS»6) and in papers listed elsewhere. A summary of all 
presently published systems is given in figure 1. Chemical reactions 
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of metal atoms are,; discussed in other places (7-10) and are omitted 
here. Likewise, ionic species (8) are not included. 

Preparation of metals doped matrices: Matrix isolated atoms are 
produced by trapping of atomic vapors, or by in situ photolysis (5) *'-
Metal vapors are now well characterized and contain predominantly atoms 
(11). The properties of many important equilibrium vapors and-beams pro
duced by sputtering and ion bombardment of metals have been recently reviewed 
0-2-14). However, the composition of the vapor does neither fully 
determine the composition of the matrix, nor does a given vapor 
necessarily yield reprpducibly the same solid, because the impinging 
beam forms on the cold surface a grain-liquid surface layer within which 
two-dimensional diffusion occurs while the condensing material solidi
fies. The ease of relative diffusion of metal atoms ys_ matrix atoms 
varies greatly from metal to metal, say, from lithium to uranium, and 
likewise, from matrix to matrix, say neon to xenon, but it is now 
accepted that processes within this surface layer determine the struc
ture of the matrix, the nature of guest sites, and the chemical fate 
of metal atoms. Thus, regardless of the concentration of the diluting 
matrix, ipuretyjatcm^ matrices 
doped with atoms,7but may yield significant concentrations of diatomics 
or clusters. The yield of isolated atoms depends critically on 
deposition .speed, matrixto,metal,; atom ratioi and theetarget tempera
ture (5,15). Optimum yields are obtained at temperature below 0.13 of 
the tripletppint of the matrix, i.e. below 25 9K for Xe, below 15°K for 
Kr, and below 11°K for Ar. At these temperatures the matrices have a 
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density of about 0.7 to 0.9"of tliatof single crystals (16). Above 
0.25 of the triple point temperature the yield drops quickly. The best 
preservation of vapor spicies is.obtained:at a deposition speed (16) of 
about 10 atoms per square centimeter and second, i.e. a monoatomic 
layer per second, as was already intuitively recognized by pioneers in 
the field (5,17). The most useful matrix to atom ratio is about 10 . 
At higher ratios the yield improves only insignificantly, except at 
high, deposition rates where the relative yield of atoms remains sensi
tive to dilution up to 1:10 (5). However, at high speed, the yields 
always;iremain :low. Furthermore^-such.-high speed deposition strains the 
cooling and pumping capacity of matrix equipment. 

Optimizing the relative yield of diatomics, triatomics, tetratomics 
andlarger. clusters is an art, because of the synergistic action 
between parameters such, as atom concentration, matrix to metal ratio, 
target temperature,: and annealing temperature. If reproducible results 
are desired, it is important that deposition conditions are carefully, 
experimentally monitored, for example by refractive index measurements 
(16) or by quartz thickness monitoring in a reference beam (16,24). 
Calculations of yields with different-models indicate that statistical 
.diffusion models underestimate the formation of clusters in the matrix. 
A kinetic model (18), assuming that1 the matrix becomes rigid after some 
delay after condensation, predicts excellent relative yields of clusters, 
as compared to experiments on nickel (19). '••"'•' 

If one attempts:to'optimize the yield of atoms by keeping the 
target temperature low and suppressing diffusion, rare gas solids tend 
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to have'Tow density and become amorphous, causing atoms to Be trappei in 
a variety5of sitesv Thus, cautious wofleers sometimes observe broad' 
spectra and supplemental spectral features and absorptions. In the 
case of alkali metal atoms £5), three metastable sites have been 
characterized. ESR and uv experiments (20,50) with potassium produced 
by nuclear reaction from Ar yielded quantitative data on the annealing 
of these three sites, each of which shows the characteristic triplet 
absorption which can be assigned to the first P 4? S transition. Since 
the spectra are separated by more than 150 nm, the site effect influ
ences the P - S separation far stronger than the splitting of the P 
sublevels, which is of the order of 10 ran. It is hot clear whether the 
ground or excited state accounts for the large shift between the two 
states. The behavior of the site upon annealing is shown in figure 2. 
Above 40°K diatomic and cluster species form, the yield of iviiich is not 
considered in the figure. 

The process of diffusion of both matrix and guest in solids, after 
trapping, and annealed by exposure to heat or light, has been repeatedly 
studied, for example by measuring the change in quantum yield of 
fluorescent probes (5) and by chemical yields. An elegant experiment 
(21) showed that diffusion of platinum atoms in'nitrogen doped matifices 
can be monitored by the appearance of ir spectra belonging to Pt(N2) and 
PtOl-D," complexes. Cryochemistry based oii diffusion in matrices has 
become.aviable, independent field of research (5,9). 
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Atomic spectra: yV/absorptiqn spectra of̂  matrix, isolated metal 
atoms show strong matrix interaction:. ,Tte oscillator strength is 
reduced (6); in iron and copper,(J6„22) in solid krypton and xenon, for 
exa-nple, it is only .about PrQl to 0.1 of. the gas pliase. In gold (23) 

2 2 the oscillator strength for the Pjy, and Pj/, levels are shown in 
Table I. The emission lifetimes appear to be extremely long, but atomic 
emission seems to be so different from that of other matrix isolated 
species that the sparse data does not even allow tentative conclusions 
about intersystem crossing, internal conversion rates, or other matrix 
effects, as will be discussed below. The absorption line width of 
allowed atomic transition is, of ten 200 to. 1,000 cm" , depending on matrix 
and temperature. In contrast, the line width of diatomic molecules (5) 
and large molecules with full electron shells is normally 10 - 50 cm 
and frequently less than 0.1 cm" . The reason for the large atom line 
width is poorly understood. 

Transition energies of atoms are also increased, with xenon 
yielding smaller shifts than krypton, and argon provoking the largest 
shifts. Typical argon shifts range from 400 to 4,000 cm" .amounting 
to about 10 to 20% of the transition energy. Atomic shifts are always 
towards higher energies, i.e. blue shifts, while molecular species 
without exception yield red shifts. The reason for this basic differ
ence is not known. The correlation of gas phase to matrix spectra is 
not always easy, because of fine structure. An attempt was made to 
correlate spectra by a method (6,25) called AMGOR, with which the 
atomic spectra of platinum and copper were interpreted, and 62 neutral, 
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gaseous elements tabulated. The heavy atom effect of matrices has been : 

extensively shown in the series xenon, krypton, and argon, for example 
for silver(19,20). 

Only the lowest levels of the Rydberg series are observed in 
matrices (5), because transitions beyond the matrix exciton band lead 
to preionization (2). The P ̂ - S and other simple atomic transitions 
all exhibit unexpected fine structure in matrix. The P,., and P. ,y are 
split, and the 3/2 level manifests itself as a doublet, thus yielding 
a triplet corresponding to ,each. single gas phase line. The matrix 
effects'were already early recognized and quantized (1-7,26), but 
interpretation was always limited by experimental data. Fortunately, a 
recent study now reports a systematic evaluation of the temperature 
dependence of three splitting constants D, B, and A for silver; copper 
and gold, in three rare gas matrices (27,28). Figure 3 shows the 
difference between the level shifts, D, the crystal field parameter, B, 
and the spin-orbit splitting constant A £<~c copper. The trends are 
similar for silver and gold. The A values, fig. 3, are absolute 
values of the P state, and independent of changes in--the ground state, 
S, of the. atom. B and D reflect the difference, between'effects in the 
S and P; states. Several attempts have been made to find a theory 
(29,30) for the matrix splittings. A recentjnodel invokes ̂simultaneous 
crystal field airi} Starke effects C29v30)?tos explain; why silver in xenon 
yields a quartet,,.while all other;similar species in all matrices 
always yield triplets (5). 
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•r;:'..:y.Despite incomplete and.sparse data, it is now apparent that 
emission spectra of matrix isolated atoms are very different, both from, 
atomic absorption and from emission of other matrix isolated species. 
Copper C5)» gold (5), magnesium (34), and beryllium (35) exhibit one 
broad, red-shifted, long-lived emission line. In beryllium (35) 
lifetimes of 1.3 and 0.095 sec have been reported for the P, •* S Q 

remission in argon and krypton, respectively, and it has been tentatively 
proposed that only the lowest lying of all excited state sublevels emits. 
However} theories -for intersystem crossing and internal conversion 
and for,matrix-guest interaction (5) are not yet capable of explaining 
thejsparse experimental evidence, and it is not yet certain whether the 
reported emission is truly atomic. In all metal systems, the atom 
absorption overlaps with transitions due to diatomic or cluster 
impurities of the same material. It is well known that di- and poly
atomic species are efficient emitters, and their excited states could 
be readily populated by energy transfer (5) or by direct excitation in 
absorption bands overlapping with atomic features. 

. • The.;sumiltaneous occurrence of atoms and clusters, and the overlap 
: of their ispectra and fine structure have led to much confusion in the 
assignment and interpretation of matrix absorption spectra, but in some 

;.;Very.jComplex systems with complex fine structure, for example, the 
:jipwest;atoaiic( transitions -of europium and samarium (31) which have spin 
component of 5/2, analysis can be achieved by patient work. 
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Diatomic spectra: Since most dilute metal vapors contain 
predominantly atoms, i-are gas matrices afford an excellent tool for 
preparing previously unknown diatomics. The first molecule (36) thus 
produced was Ca,, but this spectrum is not yet conclusively interpreted, 
despite extensive absorption and laser emission work using isotopes 
(37). Depending on the Frank-Condon curves, the absorption spectrum of 
diatomics exhibits progression of vibrational bands originating from 
v"=0. In Ca, the bands are spaced by 118 cm , a typical frequency for 
weakly bonded metal diatomics, and the line width is 45.cm" . The 
emission spectra yield sharper bands of about 10 cm" half-width, as is 
commonly observed. The Pb, spectrum has also been carefully studied 
(38,39). A very careful absorption and laser emission study taking into 
account temperature effects affecting intensities and site distribution, 
has been conducted (39) and yields a vibrational frequency of 161 cm . 
A study (40) of Pt- yields a vibrational frequency of 216 cm" ; of Mg, 
a vibrational frequency (34) of 160 cm . However, the difficulties of 
producing pure matrix isolated diatomics free of atoms or clusters with 
similar spectra have delayed interpretation of potentially powerful 
information about these metastable molecules, and have discouraged much 
work which could help, understand theoretically important properties of 
van der Waals molecules and molecules with repulsive electronic states. 
However, laser-induced emission of diatpraics, and similar experiments 
will undoubtedly soon yield a large body of new information on 
vibration properties, electronic transition energies, transition 
probabilities, and lifetimes of diatomic species. In the meantime, 
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' much-valuable qualitative information about the'uv'and'ir spectra of 
metallic diatomics has been accumulated as a by-_v6duct of work aimed 

- at producing -inorganic or metal organic transition metal cluster 
' compounds :C10). This work has provided information about most of the 
diatomic species shewn in figure 1. 

Clusters': 'Figure 4 shows the spectra of silver species in argon. 
With increasing concentration or annealing the spectrum gains new 
features and loses intensity in the atomic region. Careful annealing 
Cll,26,27)-and uv irradiation CIO,323 allow step-wise changes shown in 
fig. 4a to f. Concentrated, annealed matrices prepared by trapping of 
atoms' eventually display spectra similar to solids made by trapping 
silver aggregates. The latter in turn have spectral properties similar 
to those of silver particles in beams CIO) at 3 - 10 Torr, fig. 4g. 
The assignment of the individual find structure component to various 
stages of aggregation is shown in figure S. It is explained in more 
detail in other reports C15) in this journal. No attempts have been 
made to correlate the various diatomic or cluster absorptions to 
vibrational or other modes of the metal species, because the spectros-
copists, -i.e. early matrix workers, tried to ignore metal aggregates in 
their search for atomic and diatomic species. However, the recent 
interest" of inorganic'and metal organic chemists in cryochemistry has 
produced other valuable insight into the nature of matrix isolated metal 
clusters," for example the electronic properties of such clusters, which 
have been" calculated by a variety of models C42-48). Extended Hueckei 
calculations are excellent for calculating long chain series , 
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yielding a smoothly fitting, decreasing energy gap for the HOD-LUMO 
transition in homologues of increasing size (42), but they are not 
suitable for small species, as they intrinsically favor, for example, 
linear species (46) for Ag^ over more realistic structures. 
Among other techniques are Hartree-Fock (47,48), CNDO (46) -, and the 
recently most popular SCF-X<x scattered wave method (47), which often 
gives excellent agreement for small molecules and is now frequently 
used to calculate charge contours in metal organic cluster compounds. 
Among the most extensively studied systems is lithium (48). In this 
and similar systems the Fermi energy and the binding energy per atom 
increase-with, particle size, while the ionization energy decreases 
approaching the metal values for icosahedral 13-atomic metal clusters. 
Figure 6 shows a comparison of calculations for Ni., clusters (45,47). 
The only matrix data available so far for clusters concerns uv frequen
cies in the energy range of the first allowed atomic transitions. The 
recent above described progress in the selective preparation of such 
species now allows methods to record detailed data on the structure and 
bonding in such tri, tetra, and higher atomic species, based on Raman, 
ir, and other methods. 

Other work' ESR work on metal atoms up to 1976 has been reviewed 
(6). ESR has contributed much to the elucidation Of sites in Cu, Ag, 
and Au (49), and alkali metals (50). It helped identify diatomic 
intermetallic compounds (51) of silver with Ca, Sr, Ea, Zn, Cd, Hg, and 
evidence (52) for Na,. Furthermore, ESR complemented by ir work 
helped determine the meta-stable water complexes of lithium (53), 
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which, as was demonstrated by isotope labelling, are Li(H20) and 
Li(H70),,. The monohydrate occupies .two -sites at.4,2?K,. of which one 
can be annealed vdthout reaction. The diwater complex reacts upon ir 
irradiation, even at low .temperature. 

Finally, some Mbssbauer studies: (54,55) deserve mention. They 
yield very convincing data showing that iron atoms can form Fe(N2) 
molecules in rare gas matrices. The identification of N~ compounds 
and the.alkali metal hydrates from spectra which, had to be discarded 
as "impurities" by early matrix workers, shows that matrix isolation 
chemistry is coming of age and is quickly approaching a new stage at 
which complex mixtures can,be,quantitatively analyzed to yield new 
information about, cnenucal intermediates which; are omnipresent^in 
chemical^^vreactipn ̂ ysteitis of all kinds, but are not accessible with 

...-,Huanyiotite.r:imBtbî /knoym.so' far. Recent work shows that matrix work in 
,;/;j:1^.;next';|^^y^s>.yili:,-proyide,'.data:,of unique value to all fields 

;relating tpj^tolqatbms ;and clusters> 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 Summary of uv absorption spectia of matrix isolated metals. 
Atoms are indicated by symbol. If diatomics or clusters 
have been studied, this is indicated by the symbol m 
References are quoted in Tef. 5, 6, and in the text. 

Figure 2 Annealing of three sites1 of atomic potassium in Ar. 
(a) Triplet at 750 nm> corresponding to a site with 8 Ar 
neighbors, (b) triplet at 680 nni, corresponding to a site 
with. 10 Ar neighbors, and (c) triplet at 580 nm, corres
ponding to a site with. 12 Ar neighbors (ref. 20 and 50). 

Figure 3 Temperature dependence of energy levels of copper atoms 
in Xe, Ar, and Kr matrices, (a) Crystal field parameter 
B, (b) spin-orbit splitting, A , and (c) difference in 
level shifts (ref. 28) D. 

Figure 4 Absorption spectrum of silver in Ar. (a) Vapor contain
ing 0.0001 silver atoms isolated at 10°K (ref. 5,10,15, 
26,27), (b) beam containing 0.001 silver, after 1 hour 
uv irradiation; spectra shows dijners, as identified in 
fig. 5, (c) beam containing 0.003 silver trapped at 
20CK, after 10 min. uv irradiation (ref. 10), [d) matrix 
containing 0.01 silver, annealed at 40°K (ref 10), 
(e) matrix containing 5% silver, annealed at 30-408K 
(ref. 5,10,26,33), and (f) light scattering by silver, 
particles of 50-200 A in vapor beam at 3.7 Torr (ref. 14). 
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Figure„,5 ,uY absorption ;by carefully annealed krypton matrix 

. ; ....... containing 1% silver (ref. IS). The identity of the 

individual peaks has been determined by thermal 

; _ annealing and;pnotoinduced annealing (ref. 10,15). 

Figure, .6^. : . Absorption spectra of Nij- clusters calculated by four 

different methods C47). (a.) Bulk-bond structure, 

flj) cubo-octahedral Ni,, calculated by extended Hueckel 

method, (c) complete neglect of differential overlap 

method, and (d) SCF-Xcd-SW. 
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